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Clarence Broadwater

If you had to rely on the main
produce along the Clarence River
for your sustenance you would
be eating a lot of sugar-cured
beef.
Throw
in
a
few
macadamias (some of the sugar
fields are being converted to
macadamia plantations) and a
few backyard vegies and you’d
have a delicious Asian-styled
dinner. Every night!

July 2019

Sed justo.
Grafton Bridge(s)

Elizabeth Island anchorage

the cows along the river banks is something that needs to be heard to be
believed. Cross between the stereotypical call of a donkey, the baa of a
sheep, and the crying of a desperate human, the calls were loud, painful
sounds at otherwise pleasant anchorages.
The towns along the Clarence River vary greatly in size; some full blown
service centres, some just domicile hamlets, and some diminishing left overs
of more prosperous times; slowly declining in the last hundred years or so
from the initial prosperity of the ‘old’ days’ and reliance on river trade. We
didn’t visit all of them.

There are several museums along the river. Surprisingly we only visited one.
Yamba, Maclean, Lawrence and Grafton all have buildings/property set
Many miles of the banks of the aside to record/reflect/interpret and present local and area history. Grafton
Clarence River are lined with also has a Regional Art Gallery – which we only visited this time to pick up
sugar
cane
and
the tourist information. Maybe on our next visit we will get to enjoy the
burning/harvesting/processing
remaining museums and the Gallery.
season officially starts in July.
This meant that the sky was often After a couple of days around the Gold Coast upon our arrival into
filled with smoke, at night it was Queensland, we disappeared into the Gold Coast Broadwater, and whilst our
possible to see flames, and in the initial idea had been to travel north toward Morton Bay to get the back of a
mornings, depending on activity predicted weather system, we found ourselves anchored off the hamlet of
and wind direction, shards of ash Jacobs Well for around a week instead. This is a cane growing area also and
may have settled on the decks, has sugar mill puffing away on a daily basis.
but they were that thin that Interestingly I couldn’t find any easy information on the
picking them up only produced internet about it – the original mill has a website but
black smudges on the fingers and that hasn’t been updated for seven years! Digging
further, a newspaper article mentions it burnt down (or
nothing of substance.
part of it) in 2016 and there is further mention of an
Scattered in amongst the cane in energy company now using it for power generation. We Munro Island
many areas was a rainbow of didn’t get around to asking the locals - perhaps more
bovines; black, red, creamy-grey information can be found on our next visit.
and a mixture. We even spotted
Belted Galloways upstream of Whilst we are still discussing our possible final
Grafton. I don’t know if this is a destination for this sailing season before we turn around
symbiotic relationship – we did and head south again (because of our timing we may
spot cows chewing on the sugar not get as far north as first hoped), at the end of July we
Fellow travellers
cane greenery – but the mourn of have at least made it to Queensland
1st July 2019. Ulgundahi Island. Andrew spent a good part of the 1st July trying to catch dinner. And to give
him due credit, he actually caught four fish. However, as they were all catfish, they all went back in the drink.
For my part, I spent the day cleaning, including wiping down the thin layer of mould on the front cockpit roof,
conducting a rust run on the life lines and cleaning the anchor well; small, frustrating and never ending jobs
that are easier if done regularly but are just the jobs one doesn’t really want to do.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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this area has been closed for some time; the fruit bats
having destroyed/ out-roosted it. The bats,
congregating near the TAFE seem to have stripped
the major trees there and apparently other trees have
been cut down because of the ‘damage’ they’ve
done. To be an advocate for the bats, the damage is
probably due to over population, with is probably
due to over concentration, which is probably due to
loss of habitat….Human fault. I have a soft spot for
the very cute flying foxes.

Maclean
2nd July 2019. We picked up the anchor mid morning
and headed all of 2.5 nautical miles to the township of
Maclean. There are two public jetties at Maclean, the
downstream one of which was unoccupied. The
current can affect docking here and we were helped
onto dock by fellow Leopard cruisers (their yacht was
on the other jetty). After a chat with a local yachty
from the Maclean Cruising Yacht Club we headed off
to the hardware store for some cat grass seeds before
heading to the RSL for lunch (it was next to the
hardware store). A quick shop at SPAR was had
before returning to boat. At this point I turned off the
freezer in order to conduct a long overdue defrosting –
we were going out for a walk but I only expected us to
be a couple of hours so thought we’d be back in plenty
of time to catch the melting ice……..
The sun was out and it was moderately warm. We
walked along waterfront where we could and then took
the main road to the cemetery turning downhill and
traipsing through the TAFE to find the ‘rainforest
area’ listed on the town map. But we couldn’t find an
obvious entrance. The only vaguely looking entrance
was a closed gate with a very overgrown track behind
it. Beyond the first layer of bush from here along the
boundary of the TAFE College, we could see very
little – literally – there was mostly open sky and
denuded trees. On talking to a local later we discover
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Deciding to take an alternate track home through the
suburbs we managed to get an invite to coffee from a
local resident (G) and extricated ourselves from her
delightful company only because we wanted to be
back at boat before dark. The expected migration of
fruit bats along the river didn’t happen but the
evening air was taken up with the squawks of
rainbow lorikeets and corellas (who seem to have
made the trees by the river their permanent evening
roost).
The defrosting was eventually completed late
evening – despite being gone several hours, not much
ice had melted and it took several further hours just
to pry free the cold lumps of ice from the roof of our
fridge and freezer.

Maclean Cemetery
Each
‘cult
‘
seems to have its
own section of
the
cemetery.
Funnily enough
there were no
graves behind the
sign that said
‘General’.
And
there was no
section we could
see for ‘atheists!
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3rd July 2019. Public Jetties! The
traditional use of a jetty is to tie up a
vessel/craft/boat/ship – a safe place
of mooring that doesn’t involve an
anchor and more often than not is
attached, and provides easy access
to, land. In modern times, public
jetties, particularly small ones, are a
magnet
for,
or
indeed
designed/modified/ or restored in
aid of facilities for the angler; the
local or visiting fisherman to pass
away some time or, in areas of
lower demographic areas, to
(hopefully) catch a meal.
We rarely come to dock but we
know that along the Clarence River
there are several well noted public
floating jetties installed in relatively
recent times for the floating public
(and big enough to hold two
reasonably-sized boats).
When Andrew had asked, as we had
pulled up our anchor yesterday
which jetty in MacLean I would
prefer (we had seen them both on a
recent road trip) I responded with
the ‘facility furthest up stream’; the
downstream facility was closer to
the public toilets and closer perhaps
to more curiosity. Upon arrival at
town however the upstream jetty
was fully occupied (two boats) and
so the downstream jetty was our
target. Being a big boat we took up
a fair chunk of the jetty, and whilst
we could have moved further
forward a bit, this jetty is not quite
big enough for two boats our size.
This jetty is also the jetty with the
pump out facilities and we were
conscious of that fact if anyone
wanted to use them.
But that is not the reason we left
dock today just before lunch and
anchored on the other side of the
river.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Back to the issue of ‘public jetty’. Being a ‘public jetty’ means
anyone is entitled to use it, providing they can interact in a
respectful way. We don’t mind fishermen (or women) using the
parts of the facility that we are not attached to. Even, to some
extent, at night. What we do have an issue with though is drunk and
disorderly (and therefore unpredictable) potential behaviour of
individuals who perhaps are not willing to share (or interact) with
respect and consideration for others. He turned up at 2100, ranting,
singing, and I admit fishing (he had at least two lines out but they
were hanging on the landward side of the dock) and he was clearly
either drunk or drugged. We had had some warning. A boat who
had been on this particular dock overnight the night before had
encountered this individual as well…. We kept our head down and
inside. I kept an eye on him occasionally from windows with out
any background light on them and admittedly he didn’t, when
checked, seem to venture too far boat side of the grid around the
jetty pole (except of course to get onto and off the dock). However,
not knowing what this individual would do, and just when he
would suddenly burst out into loud drunken singing, which was
sporadic, was quite unnerving. So this morning, after a causal time
in the sun in the front cockpit, and a necessary run to the
supermarket, we got off dock (funnily enough leaving it to another
fisherman) and settled on anchor on the other side of the river.

I had actually hoped to head to the museum today but by the time
we had settled on anchor and had lunch I didn’t have the energy,
and as Andrew didn’t really have the enthusiasm for ‘another round
of bedpans’ we had a quiet afternoon (although he had an afternoon
snooze to catch up on the sleep lost because of the late night – we
didn’t go to bed until our ‘overnight fishermen’ had left – around
midnight). Today’s weather had been pleasant however, tomorrow
is predicted 80% rain so perhaps the museum would have to wait
until the sun comes out again.

From Maclean Jetty: Burning cane fields at dusk.
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4th July 2019. Today was a ‘lazy’ day where
the usual activities of reading and cleaning
the boat prevailed. The only activity was
dinner at the RSL with the Maclean
Cruising Yacht Club, and the crews of San
Souci, Supa Trooper and a couple of other
cruising yachts passing through. And yes, it
rained!

5th July 2019. Our priority for today was
catching up with friends A & P and we spent a
delightful morning in their company. After a
quick shop and lunch however it was time to
move on so we picked up the anchor and
headed upstream anchoring just upstream to
the entrance of a large open water area known
as the Broadwater. By this time it was mid to
late afternoon and the sun was soon to set.
Exploring this part of the waterway would
have to wait until the morrow.

The Shark Creek Bridge was the first reinforced concrete
bowstring arch bridge built in Australia. It was cast in place in
1936 replacing a previous structure from 1916. The plaque on the
bridge mentions that CSR transport methods of the time meant
that the bridges no longer had to be lifted to let cane barges
through. In 1986 the bridge was bypassed (a new wider bridge was
installed just upstream). We had seen this bridge as we were
passing by car
late in June. It
turned out that
we ended up
meeting
the
owner of the
adjacent
property (at least for July – it is in the process
of being sold). Waterfront access to the
Clarence is at a premium – although this
property is on the South Arm and to get a
boat up to this point a powerboat is preferable
(masts wouldn’t get under the bridge to
Woodford Island).

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Broadwater
6th July 2019. Whilst today’s predicted rainfall was the
same as yesterdays – the rain yesterday had cleared by
the time we got up and it turned into a mostly pleasant
day. This morning however we woke to drab fog and
mist that slowly waxed and waned and didn’t lift until
around 1100.
Because of the timing we decided not to venture out
until after lunch, which of course meant that we had
potentially less time to explore the Broadwater. The
Broadwater is a shallow lake/bay and our timing meant
that we were heading out at around high tide – which
meant we would have to be wary of our depth – it
would only get less from this point in time. I had read
that the eastern bank was a bit deeper than the western
bank so the plan was to follow the western bank whilst
we had the depth and come back via the eastern bank as
the tide dropped. We didn’t quite achieve this;
incoming cloud and rain on the eastern side indicating
that perhaps a small explore is better than no explore at
all.
Just inside the Broadwater the first birds seen were
pacific black ducks - who protested loudly when we
headed toward them. As they just kept moving from
one spot to another in front of us, the flock ended up
protesting a few times until a couple of sensible
individuals headed back behind us where they could
congregate in peace. There was the remnants of a bush
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

hut on the left bank not far into our journey, with a
channel and a smooth ‘boat ramp’ by the water,
but not knowing if this was private land we only
perused this from the water. Terns flew overhead,
birds of prey passed by and we chugged slowly
along the western shore, the depth so shallow that
the depth sounder was overwhelmed and our
ability to float only ascertained by using the long
end of the paddle.
Hazards were few; there was one white float early
on but we kept an eye out for debris. Roosting
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little pied cormorants on branches ‘in the middle’
during the latter part of the trip indicated
particularly shallow water. One sight did cause
some concern however. We knew there was a
wreck in the area but we didn’t know where so
when I saw a long lumpy line ahead near shore I
thought we had found it. However…
The black line was solid but jagged looking
through the binoculars and I didn’t realise it was
birds until one of them shook its wings. They were
coots and there were dozens of them. This is the
largest raft of coots we’ve seen. Whilst we didn’t
aim directly toward them, our approach did startle
the flock and the air was suddenly full of alighting
avians, some heading towards our right across the
waterway but most heading towards our left along
the shore.
And then there was one less! We weren’t the only
animals interested in the coots. A sea eagle who
had been searching along the bank was also in the
vicinity and I missed the hook-up –(I was trying to
photograph at water level in a moving boat!!) but
Andrew saw the bird of prey swoop down and grab
his dinner. For a short while (until I could talk
myself out of it) I felt a tinge of guilt for being
responsible for this.
The pelicans were living up to their reputation of
being opportunistic birds and seemed to assume we
were just another fishing tinnie- there were already
several in the area – waiting as black and white
‘garbage cans’ for the fishermen to throw over
their scraps. We first had two, then four, then six
pelicans arrive and follow us on today’s journey.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

They would fly low to the water, looking like the
proverbial Spruce Goose, and once landed, paddle
along behind us. If we got too far ahead (we weren’t
going that fast but clearly faster than paddle speed)
they would alight and repeat the exercise, sometimes
just to catch up but sometimes deliberately flying in
front of us to get our attention. By the time we had
turned back (and made a slightly sloppy b-line back
to the entrance of the water way) there were only two
persistent souls, leap frogging each other to make
sure we didn’t have anything they wanted (or to
chase us away – I wasn’t sure of which).

Bird list: pelican, whistling kite, little eagle, white
bellied sea eagle, black swan, coot, pacific black
duck, pacific heron, intermediate egret, black
cormorant, little pied cormorant, pied cormorant, (?)
tern, silver gull, lapwing, willy wagtail, white ibis
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Morning outside Broadwater

Lawrence

1318

Don’t forget to look up!

1331

Facing down river

7th July 2019. It was a wonderfully clear morning and we moved Sengo
upstream from our anchorage outside the Broadwater 3.5 nautical miles to
the settlement of Lawrence, negotiating under the power lines (?!?) and
across the Bluff Point ferry run. Interestingly, once we’d anchored, upstream
of us still held blue skies but where we had been was overcast, foggy and
grey. It wasn’t until after lunch that we made our move toward shore, blue
skies still above and to the east. Whilst the museum wasn’t that far away in a
real sense, I was conscious of both the time and the weather and instead of
heading towards history we made exercise our priority and walked a small
road circuit from ‘sea level’ up hills around swamps and back down again.
And as we progressed in the circuit, so the grey clouds progressed behind us.
Sunshine and rainbows were at opposite zeniths and when we had got three
quarters around our path and heading back to the water I realised we were
probably around thirty minutes too late. Grey skies lay in front of us and rain
was already over the river. We made the General Store at a trot with
minimal precipitation but remained there for some time. One lovely local
offered us a lift but we feared his vehicle wouldn’t get us where we needed
to go. We eventually made a run for it when Andrew thought the rain had
eased – it hadn’t - and we got soaked! Ironically in another thirty minutes
the rain had gone altogether.

Facing up river

We were concentrating on the ferry and it’s flashing
light. The cruising guide indicates that the overhead
power lines just prior the ferry give a clearance of
28.5 meters! Our air draft is 24.5 meters. Not a
problem. It wasn’t until AFTER we’d passed under
the lines that we realised the sign listing the official
height of the power lines is now 22 meters! Six
meters shorter than we were expecting and
technically 2.5 meters shorter than we need….
th

1410

8 July 2019. A day on boat
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Lawrence Jetty

Lawrence Museum

Catching up on a bit of History.
9th June 2019. Entering the gate to the Lawrence
Museum it crossed my mind that the last museum we
visited was the ‘maritime’ museum in Port Lincoln and
the last ‘general’ museum was in Ceduna. May and June
2018! We’ve been a bit slack!

On the way to the museum

The morning of the 9th July presented us with a whiteout
but the sun burnt the fog off in reasonable time. Just
after 0900 we were on shore, and just before 1000 we
were entering the grounds of the Lawrence Museum.
The main building is the old 2NR ABC radio studio and
there are various small historic buildings off to one side. On the way to the museum
One ‘hut’ was locally sourced and is the hut that Ram
Chandra grew up in (Reptile showman and man who’s research and observation was instrumental in the
production of snake antivenin). A blacksmiths’ hut was occupied (by a ‘grey’ smith (Andrew’s term)–
hobbyist rather than professional) but his family tree can be traced back to prominent blacksmiths in the area.
He is on site on Tuesdays and we had a good chat to him. The other sheds are full of old carts, sulkies, dairy
equipment and even an old Clarence River punt – a bit like the piners’ punts from the Gordon River in
Tasmania, but longer and proportionately thinner. The historical society owns the land and the block next
door at which they are going to re-erect some of the old Grafton Road Bridge from Sportsmans Creek
(replaced in 2018) and display the cane barge and ferry (or as much of it as they can salvage) that are
currently sitting in the car park at Ferry Park on the current Pacific Highway (the new freeway is being
constructed adjacent the current road). There is a huge shed out the back that is being constructed (with
mainly local funds and labour) to house the rest of the artifacts (Display space in the buildings is a bit
overrun at the moment, a fact that the volunteers are painfully aware of). Their plans for research, local
stories, interpretation and presentation are good). Some government grant money is being used in the
restoration and Tuesday, being ‘working day,’ we found professional painters attending to the outside of the
building (the colour is being changed from white to a heritage shade of cream – I didn’t ask the name of the
actual tint). The volunteers we spoke to were terrific, friendly and knowledgeable. On the way back to the
jetty we saw kingfishers, cattle egrets, wood ducks and a myriad of smaller birds. And unfortunately the
squashed remains of several tortoises who had tried to run the gauntlet of the road to the Bluff Point ferry. A
delightful lunch was had at the Lawrence Tavern before heading back to boat. Andrew spent the afternoon
fishing (feeding the fish prawns) and I read.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Stifled: the tinnie is a bit
big for portage!

Not ‘Everlasting’. Instead ‘Unobtainable’
10th July 2019. The morning fog that provided a whiteout when we got
up was expected and it wasn’t until mid morning that the skies were
clear. However it wasn’t until late morning that we actually got off
Sengo.
The plan had been to motor up Sportsmans Creek in the tinnie, take a
side entrance onto Woody Creek, walk the ‘cycle route’ at Everlasting
Swamp National Park via Weir Road before returning to Sportsmans
Creek and heading upstream for a bit longer. Most of that didn’t happen.
I do admit that sometime in the past couple of days someone had
mentioned a weir but I expected it to be further up; the structure stopped
us short of the Woody Creek entrance.

Cattle and cane line the banks of
Sportsmans Creek

And from here it looked so simple to tie up the tinnie and walk to the
road, except Andrew pointed out that the land that looked like an
easement was in fact occupied by Farmer Brown and as if to prove the
point he trundled past on his orange tractor. And then sometime later (we
had stopped here to eat our lunch) so did one of his bovines! If we had
really been keen we could have tied the tinnie up a bit downstream
where the road ran along the creek – but this was a later discovery and
by this time, having started from Sengo around two hours after I’d have
preferred in the morning, I was keen to get back whilst there was still
heat in the sun and allow Tiger to get out of the cabin. We had left
Sengo at around 1100 - we arrived back before 1400
Bird list; Great egret, pelican, azure
kingfisher, cattle egret, pied cormorant,
little pied cormorant, little black
cormorant, pacific black duck, white
ibis, straw necked ibis, wedge tailed
eagle, Brahminy kite, whistling kite,
white bellied sea eagle, noisy minor,
pied butcherbird, black faced cuckoo
shrike willy wagtail, grey fantail
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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11th July 2019. When we got up the morning was calm. So calm
in fact I was surprised with the overnight low predicted of 3
degrees that none of the expected morning fog was around at
daybreak. The sun was out and there were no clouds in the sky.
The morning remained calm, and for a great part of our
approximate 10 nautical mile journey upstream to Ulmurra the
TWS gauge was reading 0.00 knots. I had been hoping that,
given an average speed of 5 knots, we would get to Ulmurra
before lunch in time for a walk. However because we were
essentially pushing upstream (against the outgoing tide) our
arrival was after 1200. The only easy lunch spot in town was the
hotel by the water across from us (we anchored on the west side
of the river rather than tie up on the public jetty) but the wind
had picked up so at 1300 we made the decision to have lunch on
board.

Whilst the predicted temperature had fallen this morning (from
24 to 23) the morning proved hot enough to put the internal
shade up so I ‘didn’t get a hot head’ whilst at helm. The wind
however almost stayed true to form – 0-5 or 5-10 knots for the
morning and then two periods of 10-15 over lunch time and
early afternoon – except that it at time was blowing over 15
knots and from the south east, not the expected north east. This
meant we had fetch coming downstream along the river with
small whitecaps periodically cresting the waves, and instead of
sitting in calm river waters turning with the tide, we were
jiggling around in the rough surface.
The sky remained clear of clouds throughout the day and the
front cockpit was a pleasant space to enjoy the afternoon; had
we gone ashore we would have got wet on the way back to boat;
the decision was left to explore Ulmurra on the morrow. The
wind died down not long before sundown

12th July 2019. As we had been to Ulmarra
before (briefly by road) we had a pretty
good idea of the size and look of the town
and the main retail (tourist) area leading
down to the water from the soon to be
superseded Pacific Highway.
One website lists a heritage walk but I
couldn’t find a map to follow it. None the
less we headed to shore, walked down one
side of the ‘touro section’ skipping the
already entered second hand book shop
but visiting some of the craft shops and
galleries (where we leant what Steam
Punk is)! A walk along the busy highway
had me snooping in a couple of the
‘second hand wares’ establishments and
the back road back to the hotel holds a
park with a boat ramp, interps board
(which is extremely old and faded) and a
notice of plans to rejuvenate the area for
visitors. We did a similar loop in the
opposite direction (all on the river side of
the highway) before enjoying lunch at the
hotel.
There are mixed feelings about the state of
the township; the council is closing the
local pool and complaining that the
residents don’t want to be involved in
local decisions; some retailers are stating
they will not be staying once the township
has been bypassed by the new freeway and
others think that a quieter Ulmurra will be
a more attractive place to live and be
visited by more stopping tourists. Whilst
the town was quite a size in the early
1900’s the main employer (and biggest
commercial building) now seems to be the
Clarence Valley Fire Control Centre.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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13th July 2019. 20 plus knots with a 3.5 nautical mile fetch! Not exactly comfortable (the ride similar to an
outside coastal roadstead) and not predicted. Whilst there had been two shades of green and some yellow (1530 knot) predicted winds for the coast and the mountains inland of us, the Clarence Valley area on the map
depicted 0’s to 10s mostly with the odd bit of 15’s. Well that had been the morning predictions and we didn’t
get to check until late evening but MetEye was still predicting 0’s to 10 knots. That’s not what it was blowing
outside!
There had been no wind in the early morning and as we’d made the decision to stay put I had thought of
putting the mattress from C3 bed on top of the cabin for an air As the wind picked up a bit I decided that
putting it on the starboard side of the boat leaning up against the rear cockpit roof would work just as well; the
sun was on the starboard side and two hours each side for airing should air it nicely. To make sure it stayed in
place we placed the genoa furler across one corner of it. And just as well. As the wind picked up the gauges
indicated 10’ plus and 15’ plus knots. And then I watched the gauge cycle through to over 30 knots. At this
point I stuck my head around the corner and checked the mattress, blowing away and held on only by the
small amount of rope. Time to move it. We ended up strapping it up across the back of the boat walkway –
which worked just as well as the boat angle throughout the afternoon still gave it plenty of sunshine. At
around 1500 I put the mattress back in place after having dusted and clove oiled most of Cabin 3. This cabin
tends to get a bit neglected and as we have been down south longer than expected it has been cooped up (you
have to crawl over the bed to open the window and I often cant be bothered). There is still a bit of decanting to
go with this room but at least it has had an air and it doesn’t smell musty anymore.

Grafton
14th July 2019. The raucous chorus of a flock of
corellas filled the air. And the group flying
along with us was a sight to see. It would have
made a good photograph but the camera was
still in the cabin and I was at the front,
controller in hand waiting for Andrew to slow
down and decide where we wanted to put down
the anchor. Their flyby however wasn’t in
greeting to us; it was in reaction to the sea eagle
coasting along above them. The sea eagle
disappeared behind us and the corellas
continued south toward Grafton. We were
instead officially greeted to the Elizabeth Island
anchorage by the crack of an eastern whipbird.
When we had awoken in the morning all
seemed calm - in stark contrast to the day
before. We weren’t in any great hurry for our
move upstream – the distance was only a few
nautical miles after all, and we had the anchor
down mid morning on the western side of
Elizabeth Island. We did contemplate a trip into
town with the tinnie but it was Sunday and not
expecting the town to be awake, and that a
week day would present a more useful time to
explore, we relaxed on board Sengo instead.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

I loved this little house, adjacent our anchorage. It changed
colour throughout the day depending on where the sun was.

Looking across to the main channel from our anchorage – where
the wind was producing small whitecaps
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15th July 2019. This morning presented us with winds gusting to an
uncomfortable level. Another slightly inaccurate forecast on MetEye
– with 5-10 knots predicted but it was reading over 28’ on our
gauges. It was Monday and we wanted to head to town… but not in
these winds. They eventually died down to forecast after lunch so we
headed to town just to check it out – we certainly weren’t’ going to
have time to do any serious exploring before it started to get dark
and cold. However we did manage to get to the post office, pick up
our mail (normal Australia Post does actually work occasionally
apparently) and organise passport photos for our marine licenses.
This was a matter of running around town. Photos from the Post
Office, print outs from the library (several blocks away),
declarations from the police station (back on the same block as the
post office -we humoured that it took around 5 minutes to find a pair
of scissors so we could cut the photos up (although in hindsight it is
not such a bad idea that a sharp ‘weapon’ is not so findable in a cop
shop)) and back to the post office to send the kit to Victoria. We
spent most of that time on our feet and had no inclination to see any
more of town so took the two nautical mile tinnie trip back to boat.

Historical Sherriff’s Office. Grafton is
full of grand old buildings.

The reason we had such a long tinnie trip – power lines. The guide
states that the original heights of the lines either side of Elizabeth Island are 19.8 and 21.1 meters. Official
heights across either side of Elizabeth Island downstream from Grafton have been changed, according to the
current signs, to 17 meters. Whilst we have ventured under official 20-ish meter HAT lines (close to shore
near the high end of the wire at dead low tide) and there is usually a fair bit of leeway given in the heights at
the edges, we were not going to risk 17 meters – that would be pushing it a bit too much. This meant however
that in order to get to town it was a two nautical mile, approximately 15-minute, tinnie ride each way. (We
have since found out that changes to both overhead powerline official heights (Grafton and Lawrence) may
have been just that; two locals can’t remember works being done to drop the actual wires – but until we can
confirm that we are not venturing under the Elizabeth Island wires).
long enough to identify as
kingfishers. Which was unusual
because a lot of the landscape
for today’s trip was in
kingfisher country.
I will start with the bird list,
which included a couple of
species we weren’t necessarily
expecting:

What

no

kingfishers!

A sojourn to Rogans Bridge
16th June 2019. Well I cant honesty say
we didn’t ‘see; any kingfishers – we just
didn’t identify any; there were actually
lots of little birds flitting off riparian
shrubs and into the water and back again–
but none of them that could be focused on
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Bird list:
Marsh harrier, whistling kite,
white-bellied sea eagle. pied
cormorant,
little
black
cormorant, great egret, (greylag
cross?) goose, rainbow bee
eater, collard sparrowhawk,
black swan, pacific black duck,
Jacky Winter?,
(sp?)raven,
white ibis, (sp?) corolla, coot,
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dusky moorhen, fairy martin, welcome swallow, pied butcherbird, pied
currawong, brown honeyeater, Australian magpie, pelican, willy wagtail.
mudlark, rock/feral pigeon, Australian darter, cattle egret, white necked heron,
(sp?) tern
It had been an exceptionally cold morning and we had struggled to get out of
bed. Ideally I would have liked to leave on todays ‘explore’ before 1000
because the later the start the more limited time and the less distance
potentially travelled. The general idea was to head upstream to Rogan’s
Bridge, near the locality of Seelands, and the extent of the cruising guide;
however, hand measuring out the distance and using internet maps I reasoned
that if we travelled that distance again we would come to Copmanhurst, where
a boat ramp was within a two kilometres (30 minutes walk) of a hotel and
general store and a potentially satisfying lunch. It was just as well we left late
and only got to Rogans’ Bridge. My hand measuring had been inaccurate (I
knew it was only approximate) and my estimated distance to Rogans Bridge
was out by 50%. In the end with side trips around islands and up creeks we
travelled approximately 30 nautical miles – and got home with the tinnie’s fuel
tank on empty. We might have got to Copmanhurst on the way up if we’d left
earlier – but we would have been wholly reliant on our oars and the river’s
flow to get us back!

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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I am a bit
concerned
Grafton
drivers
have to be
told how
to merge!

The 17th July was an exercise in exercise. I wanted a walk.
And I wanted to see some of Grafton. We knew the official
blue Visitor Information signs along the road pointed to
the Art Gallery so after our two nautical mile tinnie ride to
dock that’s where we wandered to. From what we have
seen of this town, it is a curious mix of commercial
industries; for instance it doesn’t have a dry cleaners
(items have to be sent down to Coffs Harbour) but it has
(at least) five printing shops! The Art Gallery was in a
slight state of flux, renovations complete and ongoing
having been done to the old building and new galleries out
the back, and the ‘information’ section was not large. The
official opening was to be in a couple of day’s time and the
staff was still sorting things out. The major exhibition was
of art around the time of the rise of Gough Whitlam and its
influence on him – an esoteric subject. However we took
one look in the back gallery and decided it was just a bit
too intellectual for how we were feeling – another day we
might have really enjoyed going back to the era of the 60’s
and ‘70s. We did note several pieces in the front building
/reception area included a piece painted in Dunmoochin –
the artist colony that was just down the road from our last
land based home.
Having grabbed a couple of brochures we headed down the
road to Vines at 139, (an old house that holds a small café
in the back) before heading off to a truncated version of
the walking/cycling tour around Grafton and South
Grafton. Bikes would have been better. We have been a bit
slack with long walks and are not track fit. Constructing a
shortened itinerary we included the fig trees on the Grafton
side of the river with the walk across the old bridge and a
walk around South Grafton. Of course it didn’t all go
exactly to plan. With the construction of the new bridge
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

These gorgeous old trees tower over
nearby houses and vegetation

The South Grafton ‘marina’ looking
across to the our tinnie at Grafton
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across the Clarence downstream from the original Bridge, there are
road blockages and closures. We walked around these adding
around five blocks to our journey from town to the fig trees not
realisng that pedestrian access was being allowed through. We did
find the open path on the way back across the work access site, but
not before being led astray by confusing signs that led pedestrians
onto the construction site! OHS non-compliance averted (we
weren’t wearing steel capped boots!) we were shown the right path,
crossed the bridge (where we almost got run over by kids on bikes
and spoke to a couple of individuals who were fishing next to the no
fishing sign) and walked past some of the old historic buildings of
South Grafton. Unfortunately our search for lunch was a little
desperate, Andrew not being enthused by what South Grafton had
on offer and we ended up back in Grafton itself for a late lunch at
Toast (recommended by the locals). This of course meant I missed
the opportunity to ferret the op shop and aboriginal art gallery on
the south side of the river. After a quick stock up at supermarkets
(Grafton Shopping World) we headed back, foot sore, to boat.
Grafton Shopping World is a small shopping complex that includes
both major supermarkets and several big retail outlets plus a small
food court and the usual smattering of shopping centre lessees. It
also has a book nook type area with lots of seats which were filled
with readers and people catching up – so much so it was awkward
to get to the book shelves. We had left our shopping trolleys in the

tinnie during our walking excursion
and I had packed them with a few
books that were due for swapping, so
we came home with new literature to
read to relax now that we were off our
feet.

The old Grafton road and rail bridge

The new Grafton Bridge (road) is costing the NSW
Government 240 million dollars and is a cantilevered, Super T
girder design with the piles to match the existing bridge so
navigation is not affected. The old bridge (road and rail which used to open) will still be in service. The barge used for
the on water construction was registered in Singapore so we
guess this is a project using international expertise.

Admiring the
defunct lifting
section

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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It seemed like a good idea at the time!

18th July 2019. Whilst we hadn’t exactly seen all of Grafton or explored the area
completely we had got a feel of the place, and having picked up our mail it was
time, for this year at least, to start moving on. But today’s journey would be short,
around 4 nautical miles back to Ulmurra. We initially thought of tying up to the
jetty but anchored instead – which in the end worked out well for the half dozen
fisherman that came down to use the jetty in the afternoon.
The morning had presented no fog but a haze was developing downstream of our
Elizabeth Island anchorage. We eventually worked out it was the smoke from
burning cane still settling low in the area, and after a leisurely breakfast we picked
up the anchor
The reason we were only traveling back to the
settlement of Ulmurra – petrol for the
outboard. There is a fuel station on the Pacific
Highway, just a couple of hundred meters
from the jetty – a very easy and short way to
drag two trolleys of jerry cans. But it didn’t
all go to plan – when we got to the corner we
were presented with a work site!! No fuel
here.
Fortunately,
despite
several
establishments having closed down over the
years along the ‘main drag (Pacific
Highway)’ there is one other fuel stop in this
little town. I don’t know (I very much doubt)
that both establishments will survive when
the highway disappears. Fuelled-up it was
back to boat for a very pleasant afternoon
reading in the cockpits in the sun)

19th July 2019. At 0430 when Tiger got me up for his early breakfast it looked like
there may be fog outside but it was far too cold to check. When we eventually got
out from under the blankets at 0830 there was no fog to be seen. The sun was out
and the wind was minimal. At around 1000, with minimal swearing, Andrew spent
an hour wrestling with the main sail replacing the bolts into the cars for the main
halyard (one of which we had bought as a replacement for a lost item in Yamba last
month). It was then time to get ready for lunch – we were catching up with Zofia
and Queenie Grace at the Ulmurra Hotel. The afternoon was spent in the warmth in
the front cockpit reading and the evening watching AFL football.
20th July 2019. After waiting for the vehicular ferry to turn its lights off before
crossing its track - frustrating as the flashing light was off for around one cycle - we
took a casual motor back down stream to Lawrence, Andrew managing to rethread
the reefing line whilst we were underway. We anchored back behind Munro Island,
had a latish lunch and then relaxed for the rest of the day, listening to the
surrounding bird song interspersed with the clanging of the ferries every time they
made landfall.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Happily Everlasting…
21st July 2019. Happily Everlasting! ‘Maybe not quite. The fact that we had not
been on the bikes since last September meant that the aftermath of a 15
kilometre ride could be summed up with two very sore derrières. In fact,
Andrew is quite happy to say the best part of the ride for him was lunch at the
Lawrence Pub!
Which is a bit of a pity and a sign that we need to cycle more often – if Andrew
doesn’t throw his bike overboard in the mean time!
The morning had been a whiteout and we couldn’t do much until the fog lifted.
Eventually we loaded our bikes fully assembled into the tinnie, something we
haven’t done before, secured them with ochy straps and headed to the Lawrence
Jetty. We had to tie our tinnie up on the short end of the jetty (which meant its
bow was banging into the rocks when we returned) because the rest of the
structure had been taken over by fisherman.
To get to Everlasting Swamp National Park we followed Weir Road, which
funnily enough got us to, and beyond the weir, the structure that had impeded
our progress on an earlier attempt to get to this national park. The road runs
beside the river but is not obvious from water level and it was an interesting
experience going through country that we’d earlier seen from a different
perspective. The bitumen gets progressively more hap-hazard and in disrepair,
and ends up leading you over a cattle grid near the Sportsmans Creek weir. So,
yes whilst the land adjacent the weir was in fact Farmer Brown’s as we had
surmised a week earlier, it was also the road and we could have climbed out of
the tinnie to dance with the cows on the way to our destination. But we didn’t
know…
Everlasting Swamp as a protected area is not very old….It consists of
Everlasting Swamp National Park (established 2014) and Everlasting Swamp
Conservation Area (2007) handed over to the government after being used as
established farming land. The name denotes the fact the land always seemed to
be wet, but from what we saw of it, the watercourses were the only obvious
sources of water. With the change in climate, it is possible this area isn’t as
constantly wet as it once was. The efforts to revegetate where stock had clearly
denuded the landscape show various stages of success, with lines of either live
or dead seedlings. Many older trees are stripped, and stand as dead sentinels
surrounded by vacant land. Apparently the park protects 25 threatened species,
including black-necked storks, brolga and grey-crowned babblers, the latter of
which I almost verified. We missed part of the trail where it lead off along a
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There was a grey
fantail here – truly!

creak (unfortunately) and headed further into
the ‘wilderness’ along a management trail
where we were overtaken by several fisherman
in 4Wd’s. They were also aware of the birdlife,
one group asking whether we’d seen the three
brolgas by the entrance gate (which
unfortunately, we hadn’t)
The birds we did see: whistling kite, grey
fantail, mudlark, black faced cuckoo shrike,
eastern rosella, Australian magpie, pied
butcherbird, Australian kestrel, white bellied
sea eagle, great egret, cattle egret, purple
swamp hen, black swan, pacific black duck,
(?)wren, buff banded rail, raven, lewyin
honeyeater (?Habiat?), white ibis, brown
honeyeater?
What we didn’t see: three brolgas near the
entrance (spotted by visitors in 4Wds) Grey
crowned babbler, and the black-necked stork.

Lawrence to Maclean.
22nd July 2019. The anchor was up at around low tide and we headed down stream. It was a pity to have to
move just at this moment. A black necked stork/jabiru had decided to feed along the edge of Munro island,
along with three royal spoonbills, a cattle egret and the resident intermediate egret. Just as we were heading
out a second jabiru arrived and after clearing the ferry and the power lines the three brolgas that we missed
yesterday flew over.
We arrived to anchor off Maclean mid morning and after the obligatory post move cuppa headed to town to
pick up mail, get a gas bottle filled, obtain a wrist strap for me and conduct a final food shop before
Queensland. After lunch we had G around for afternoon tea.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Maclean to Iluka Bay
23rd July 2019. It wasn’t a rushed morning and
we didn’t have far to go – only three nautical
miles in fact to our first destination. We had
booked the opening of the Harwood Bridge for
1030 but it was closer to 1100 when the boys got
it raised. There was another boat waiting to go
through (they were on the Harwood Jetty when
we got to the bridge so we suspect they’d spent
the night there) so we wondered if they’d
requested 1100 and the operators had split the
difference. Waiting was easy – it turned out the
incoming tide about balanced the outgoing flow
of the river and we sat with little movement
parallel to the bridge waiting for it to be raised.
Whilst here we had a visitor. We probably
cannot beat the visit (accidentally) of the Shy
Albatross as our most prestigious guest on
Sengo (See Aboard Sengo March 2015), the
Great Egret this morning however, a Harwood
local as he hangs around with the pelicans on the
Harwood Jetty, has got to come a pretty close
second. I got the best photos I could whilst
trying not to disturb him. He (assume a he)
eventually left us before we motored under the
bridges and towards Iluka Bay. The anchor was
down nine nautical miles later at Iluka Bay
around 1230. The afternoon was spent putting
the bikes back in the boat and making Sengo
ship-shape for the impeding journey north

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Destination Queensland. Finally!
Clarence River to the Gold Coast.
24th – 25th July 2019. The weather was that calm we could have left at
first light (and indeed at least one yacht did). Except that first light was
dead low tide and of any bars to risk a crossing at low tide The Yamba
Bar isn’t it. So, being prudent, and being conscious that in all
likelihood the journey from Iluka Bay to Southport on the Gold Coast
was going to take around 20 hours (based on an average 5 knots
journey plan) we instead picked up the anchor around 0930. By 1000
we were out the bar, the sails were up and the engines were off. We
had good winds for the first three hours of the trip, clocking at times up
to 8 knots but after that the wind speed got a bit dodgy. There were
times where we were motor sailing but there were also times when we
dropped the sails altogether: whilst some periods of low to no winds
were predicted, the 5-15 knot northerlies (directly on the nose) were
definitely not. In the end overnight started with the full main sail back
up again with no genoa, and Andrew juggled with the engines until
midnight. At midnight, just as I came on shift, the wind speed picked
up and despite being almost directly behind us was strong enough to
sail in without engine assistance. So strong in fact that when Andrew
took over at 0300 we had to think of an alternate strategy for our
arrival – we were, despite our later start the previous morning and our
maintenance of the 5 knot average when we were under motor, going
to turn up to the Gold Coast Seaway in the dark! The main was
dropped, the genoa furled out with less than the second reef showing
and our speed reduced to something that would afford us an entrance
sometime after sunrise at 0632. In the end we wallowed doing 3-4
knots until around 0730, entering a relatively calm Seaway about half
an hour before low tide
Instead of heading toward South Port however we headed for our semi
regular anchorage off South Stradbroke Island. The idea was to have
an easy access to the Runaway Bay Shopping Centre for a quick
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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victual and a doctor to check out my
injured wrist. The morning didn’t
totally go to plan however. Whilst we
did get a quick shop in (one that
would keep us in fresh fruit and
vegies for a week or so) the trip to the
doctor was frustrating. The medical
practice made me wait an hour, and
then I was told we’d already done the
right thing with the brace I currently
had on my right hand, after which we
promptly lost the script for heavy
duty anti inflammatories (we think it
got thrown out in the rubbish with
our lunch wrappers). Not exactly a
stress free morning!

After returning to boat we picked up
anchor and headed toward Southport,
putting down the anchor south of
Marine Stadium – the very large stink
boats are slightly less of an issue here
(they have to slow down a tad) but
the helicopter noise, the screams of
Sea World patrons and the jet boats
don’t make this a quiet anchorage
during the day. But it is closer to the
chandlery at the South Port Yacht
Club and that was our only other
necessary task before heading further
north.
On the journey north we had seen
around 15 whales, many gannets and
silver gulls, and terns. and lots of bait
fish jumping out of the water trying
to escape the bigger predators below.
Unfortunately Andrew’s attempts at
commandeering said predators with
both the game rod and a hand held
were unsuccessful, even though we
cut right through them.

Our first Queensland sunrise for this
season!
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26th July 2019. Overnight was relatively calm; the big ‘stink’ boats had
gone away so there were no big bow waves to deal with. The only real
concern was a pair of yahoos on the back of a jetski hooning around in the
dark with no lights on in the middle of the anchorage. Fortunately they
didn’t run into us. A full nights sleep was of course bliss but as I’d survived
the journey from the Clarence River to here in reasonably good condition I
wasn’t in as much need of sleep as I usually am after an overnight trip. In
the morning as planned we headed down to the chandlery at Southport
Yacht Club to get a couple of wire strops. Job done we took a quick jaunt
around Bums Bay on the way home to see who was there, chatted to one
boat (disrupting them from playing with their genoa) and then after lunch
headed north. If the weather holds there might be a window of opportunity
to sail north in four days time. We could either wait for the winds where we
were and head out the seaway and sail around the two Stradbroke’s and
Morton Island, or we could slowly make our way north up the Broadwater,
mixing with the weekend boats as that would entail but it means we get to
see more of the area and perhaps less of the crowds. Our first thought was
to anchor off Tipplers on South Stradbroke Island even though it is
extremely busy on the weekends but we ended up a nautical mile to the
north of this outside the Southport Yacht Club annex. Tippler’s was already
full of boats, but there was no one anchored at the Dux anchorage. Of
course another alternative could have been Jacobs Well but I wanted the
option, if we wanted to, to play with our paddleboards in the morning –
with the current I wouldn’t do it at Jacobs Well

Jacobs Well
27th July 2019. We were on our own for quite some time but moved as the
anchorage started to fill up – to find ourselves at Jacobs Well anyway. The
afternoon would have been beautifully calm at Dux to go paddle boarding
but we only managed to get them blown up and stored on deck before
departing Dux.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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This individual was behind my
shoulder coveting my burger!

Royal spoonbills and white ibis; paddock near Stieglitz General Store

Steiglitz - Cabbage Tree Point
28th July 2019. As we had decided on a stop for at least a day, I
insisted on a walk on shore. Instead of heading to shore at Jacobs
Well however we took the tinnie 2.2 nautical miles north and landed
on the beach at the hamlet of Steiglitz at Cabbage Tree Point. It was
an extremely popular spot, the park at the boat ramp was full of
people, there was a constant launching of small fishing craft and
when we walked around the ‘suburb’ (this area look’s like
someone’s speculative subdivision over a period of thirty or so
years – it is a bit isolated from any other civilisation and 3.4
kilometres by road from Horizon Shores Marina) there were several
families fishing in the ‘lake” in the middle of the houses We are not
sure how this ‘lake’ is stocked as there is only one small drainage
line to the Broadwater which I thought was for drainage out, but
perhaps at high tide the sea actually floods in (one father claimed
he had caught small bream here). A small general store has limited
fast food (ordering a burger without the buns was a bit too hard as
they only serve it in a paper bag – in comparison Chatsworth
General Store (see Aboard Sengo June 2019) gave me a salad in a
proper bowl.) There is a bowls club here but I got the impression it
is only open for meals on Wednesday and Friday nights (the
Facebook page only mentions Friday nights but I think I recall a
notice regarding Wednesday Pizza). When we got back to the tinnie
it was low tide so to fill in time while the tide came in we took a
short walk north along the beach. Before returning to Sengo we had
an afternoon cuppa at the café at Horizon Shores Marina.

Entrance: Horizon Shores Marina
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29 July 2019. We didn’t do much today. In the morning we took a short excursion to the ‘township’ of
Jacobs Well for a quick shop – bananas, cat food and pharmacy items. Andrew started the afternoon reading
on the back seat, supervising the fishing rod which was hanging out the back– the result was one flathead
(too small) one shovel nosed ray (possibly protected (they are around the Clarence River) and small (and we
wouldn’t have eaten him anyway)) and one very surprised (toothy) eel. Ironically Andrew retreated inside
reasonably early afternoon because he was sitting out the back exposed – apparently it was too hot in the
sun!

Spring Cleaning in Winter

Checking out under the C3 bed!

30-31st July 2019. Playing Games in Jacobs Well. There were some
good winds predicted. There was also some rain and we decided to
stay put. Originally the idea had been to make our way up through the
Broadwater to Morton Bay to take advantage of the coming weather
window for the next big jump. However having already stopped over
for a couple of days at Jacobs Well we were not really in a position to
take advantage of these winds, not withstanding that there were some
20-25 knot winds predicted which we tend to try to avoid, even if they are behind us. So extrapolating that we
were in a very protected waterway (we’ve been here before in much stronger winds) we prepared ourselves
for a couple more days.
So how do you fill in a couple of days when you aren’t expecting to get of boat – you clean up – Naturally.
The storage area under the C3 bed had smelt a little musty when I had extracted the bike gear ten days ago so
clearly the area needed airing. We actually emptied it, hung the mosquito net and hammocks out to air (I was
hoping to wash them but the rain actually didn’t
come to give me enough water for this task),
covered everything we could in clove oil and ended
up playing games. In the bottom of this storage area
were several board games that we hadn’t used for a
while. After a few enjoyable hours we decided on
which to keep, which to donate to the next op shop
and which to throw out. The final result – we had
eliminated enough stuff out of this storage area to
pack the air conditioner in there! Not an exciting
couple of days but from a organisational point of
It is a FACT, we discovered, that Fact or Crap can’t really be
played with two people. Despite his enthusiasm, it is unlikely
view, a successful one!
Tiger can substitute as a third. This game gets donated.

Soaring into the sunset of the
month! The pair of whistling kites
were the most prominent bird at our
anchorage and their calls were the
loudest. Other birds seen and heard
over our stay were: pied oyster
catchers, white faced herons, white
ibis, royal spoon bills, great egret,
term (sp?), (un)welcome swallow,
white bellied sea eagle, Caspian
tern, pacific black duck, silver gull.
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